REQUIRED FOR ALL CONNECTATHON TESTERS

If you plan to test during the Connectathon, you will need to be setup in BOTH Touchstone and Connectathon Manager. Instructions can be found below.

Touchstone
The Clinical Reasoning Track will be using Touchstone, an infrastructure that grants access to tests in an “easy-to-use system for determining a test system’s conformance and interoperability against published specifications, standards, and profiles, including templates and implementation guides.”

1. Register for an account.
2. Select Clinical Reasoning test scripts. You can access and run any test scripts in the public domain.
3. If you plan to bring a server for testing using the Touchstone test scripts, be sure to add your server in Touchstone.

Connectathon Manager (ConMan)
The Clinical Reasoning Track will document all test results in ConMan. ConMan makes it easier to find servers to test against and allows testing results to be recorded to assist with determining the maturity of implementation guides (IGs). More discrete reporting is necessary as the number of IGs being tested at HL7 grows.

1. Register in ConMan. Simply enter your name, a password is not required and “register new person.” If you are already registered in ConMan, you can search your name and select “login.”
2. Search for the “Clinical Reasoning Track.”
3. If you plan to bring a server, be sure to register your server in ConMan (visit the ConMan tutorial for more information).
4. The CMS measures that have been converted to FHIR and will be tested during the Connectathon can be accessed here.